Quickly access knowledge and capture it for future reuse within Microsoft Teams

Enhance the existing workstreams, resolve blockages faster, and accelerate development time with the out-of-the-box Microsoft Teams integration

A native Stack Overflow for Teams experience within Microsoft Teams

Build your organization’s knowledge repository

Drive adoption of Stack Overflow for Teams and break poor knowledge sharing habits. Capture questions and answers that used to get lost in chat, and add them to the searchable knowledge base to provide lasting value.

Keep teammates focused and productive

Enable employees to stay in the tools they prefer. With the Microsoft Teams integration, users get access to knowledge to resolve issues faster while keeping context switching to a minimum.

Never miss a beat

Stay up-to-date on the latest knowledge with automated notifications. Users receive updates on new or updated content that can be customized by tags or topics.

Create an oasis of knowledge within a personal app

Quick access to tailored solutions and content to resolve issues faster or passively stay up-to-date with the latest knowledge that will likely be needed in the future.

“With the integration between Microsoft Teams and Stack Overflow, I’m just super excited to have one place where I can see my questions in an area where I already do a lot of my work today.”

Laura MacLeod
Program Manager, Developer Services Division at Microsoft
**How it works**

**Access knowledge within Microsoft Teams**

Receive the best matching results from the knowledge base directly in chat, and choose to share the results with teammates.

**A native Stack Overflow for Teams experience**

View Questions or Articles within a tab that can be filtered by Tag, and access your Stack Overflow for Teams knowledge including bookmarks, Questions, and Articles within the personal app.

**Capture solutions for reuse**

When your Microsoft Teams conversations solve a new problem, easily capture that new knowledge using the messaging extension so that it’s available to your colleagues in the future. An ask modal prompts you to retain the knowledge without the need to switch applications.

**Stay up-to-date with automated notifications**

Automate notifications to ensure various teams within Microsoft Teams are kept up-to-date.

---

**Try for free** by visiting [stackoverflow.co/teams](http://stackoverflow.co/teams) or by contacting [teams-sales@stackoverflow.com](mailto:teams-sales@stackoverflow.com).